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 SPECIFIC  REMARKS: 

 
 Question 1.2.1:   Determining the angle between two lines: 

A negative gradient leads to an obtuse angle For example tan 
5
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???   leads to )3,11180( 00 ???  

Candidates are advised to draw a sketch and indicate their calculations.               
 

Question 2 :  
   
Candidates should be aware that one variable can be solved in one equation. Two variables need two 
equations and therefore the variables should be reduced to b and c . 
 
Question 3 :   
 
The signs of the x and y co-ordinates must be given according to the quadrant in which the radius 
lies. 
 
Question 4: Graphs. 
 
? Candidates are penalised when the graphs are drawn beyond the specified domain. 
? Each graph must be individually labelled. 
? Candidates must label intercepts with the axes. 
? When a graph is moved up or down, characteristic points must be labelled , showing the effective 

change, e,g. )
2
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;90()0;90( 00 ????  

? When candidates are asked to use the graph to answer subsequent questions, the answers must 
be based on their graphs sketched, not calculated independently.  

? In need of attention: Interval notation when supplying solutions. 
 
Question 5 : 
 
5.2.1  When proving identities, candidates must avoid manipulating both sides of the  
          identity simultaneously by starting off with “ LHS = -----“ ( left-hand side)  or “RHS = ---“ 
 
5.2.2  General solutions to trigonometric equations need attention. 
 
5.3     Excessive solutions outside the given interval result in a reduction in marks. 
 
Question 6 : 
 
The teaching of three-dimensional trigonometric questions need attention. 
 
Question 8: 
 
? Candidates should be aware that questions following the proof of a theorem will normally be an 

application of that theorem, as illustrated in Question 8.2.1 (a), following Question 8.1. 
? The section on the application of properties still needs serious attention. 
 
GENERAL REMARKS 
 
GEOMETRY: 
 
? Reasons must be stated. 
? Marks are not awarded for information indicated on the diagram sheet only.  
      Candidates must notate this information, stating reasons.  
? When proving a cyclic quadrilateral, for example, the final reason must indicate the geometrical 

theorem applied. 



For example, in Question 8.2.1(b) after proving 0
1 90Q̂PT̂S ?? , the conclusion should be written 

as follows: 
                    ?  TKQS is a cyclic quadrilateral (exterior angle = interior opposite angle). 

     LIKEWISE 

     In Question 8.2.1(a), after proving   
PT
PK

PR
PQ ?    , the conclusion should read 

                                  ?   RT ¦  QK (line divides sides in proportion ) 
      
       
? When proving that a line is a tangent to a circle, as in Question 7.2.1 (b) ,  
     after proving D̂Â 2 ?  , the conclusion should read 
             ?  AB is a tangent to the circle AND  (converse tan-chord theorem) 
    Note:  NOT “ tan – chord  theorem” 
                     
 
THEORY: 
 
Proofs of theory were poorly done and need to be emphasised. 
 
TERMINOLOGY : 
 
? In concurrency the meaning of “ medians” , “ incentre” , “circumcentre” and  “orthocentre” 

must be clearly understood. 
 
? In Afrikaans the use of “ hoogte punt van 'n driehoek” was incorrectly used instead of “ tophoek 

van 'n driehoek” and often confused with “ hoogtelyn” or “ loodlyn”. 


